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TIME TO SCREAM 
A Darkly Comedic One Act 

by Scott Mullen 
 
SYNOPSIS:  Seven teens show up at a warehouse to audition for a monster 
movie that requires screaming––but as the screamers start disappearing, they 
worry that the monster may be real. 
 
DURATION: 20 minutes. 
TIME: Present. 
SETTING: An empty warehouse. 
 

CAST OF CHARACTERS 
(1 female, 7 either) 

 
AMBER (f) ..................................... An oddly frazzled young woman trying to 

hold it together. (32 lines) 
ONE (m/f) ....................................... Is bossy, and always thinks they are the 

best. (22 lines) 
TWO (m/f) ...................................... Is a lot like One, but not quite as 

dominant. (27 lines) 
THREE (m/f) .................................. Wishes they were One, but isn't. (17 lines) 
FOUR (m/f) ..................................... Twins with Five, and very bonded. They 

do not need to look alike. (34 lines) 
FIVE (m/f) ...................................... Twins with Four, and very bonded. They 

do not need to look alike. (33 lines) 
SIX (m/f) ......................................... A little over-eager, but has a sensible side. 

(50 lines) 
SEVEN (m/f) .................................. Very quiet, and the most fearful.  

(50 lines) 
 
CAST NOTE: The characters are all in their teens. Any numbered role can 
be male or female, of any race. 
 
SET: A bare stage 
PROPS: A folding chair, with a paper sign attached reading “Wait here.” 
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DIRECTOR’S NOTES 
 
The challenge here is to make the staging of a bunch of people on a mostly 
bare stage (especially early on) interesting. Have fun with it. The fact that the 
set is a warehouse also can be utilized however you want––there can be 
whatever items that might be in a warehouse to help make the stage––and the 
staging––more interesting. The offstage screams should all come from the 
same place (wherever people are exiting to) while there are some early 
screams from non-cast characters. 
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AT START: The stage is empty, other than a folding chair. A hastily-
scrawled sign attached to it reads “WAIT HERE.” SIX wanders in from 
stage left. Spots the chair. 
 
SIX:  I think this is where it is. (Looks back.) Come on! 
 
SEVEN enters. Wary. 
 
SEVEN:  This is creepy. Let's go. 
SIX:  Don't be a scaredy-cat! We're in the right place. There's a sign! 
SEVEN:  You call that a sign? 
SIX:  Maybe it's a test, to see if we can follow directions. 
 
SIX moves next to the sign. 
 
SIX:  Stand next to me. In case someone's watching. 
SEVEN:  There's no one here. 
SIX:  There must be someone here. It's a big warehouse. There were 

a lot of cars in the parking lot. 
SEVEN:  Tell me again what it said on the Internet. 
SIX:  It said there were going to be auditions to act in a horror movie, 

and they were desperate, because they were making the movie 
right now, right here. Oh, and we had to be really great screamers. 

SEVEN:  This could be a creepy trap! 
SIX:  It's not a trap! C'mon. You're a great screamer. 
SEVEN:  Maybe I don't want to scream. 
SIX:  It's a movie! Who doesn't want to be in a movie? 
SEVEN:  I'm leaving. 
 
SEVEN starts to go, but then stops at the sound of voices.  SEVEN 
retreats behind SIX as FOUR and FIVE enter from stage left. 
 
FOUR:  See, there's someone here. And there's a sign! 
FIVE:  It's real. We're going to be movie stars! 
FOUR:  (To SIX and SEVEN.) Are you here to audition? 
SIX:  We just got here. 
SEVEN:  I don't think anyone is here. 
FIVE:  But the parking lot is full of cars. 
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SIX:  That's what I said! 
FOUR:  Can you scream? 
SIX:  We can scream. 
FIVE:  We're great screamers. 
 
ONE, TWO, and THREE enter from stage left. 
 
ONE:  Great, there's a line. 
THREE:  A short line. 
TWO:  Where are the cameras? 
THREE:  Where are the people? 
 
Offstage, someone screams. It's cut off. 
 
SEVEN:  Okay, that was scary... 
FOUR:  Someone's here somewhere. 
TWO:  That wasn't a very good scream. 
THREE:  They totally aren't going to get the part. 
FIVE:  We can scream better than that. 
ONE:  I'm going to save you all some time. This part is going to be 

mine. I have experience, I know I can act circles around you all–– 
TWO:  You don't even know me. 
ONE:  I can tell, just by looking at you. You don't know what it means 

to tap into deep, internal emotions. You're amateurs.  
TWO:  It's a horror movie. 
ONE:  Movies take talent! The camera is right there, in your face! So 

you're all wasting your time. I'm an experienced actor, I've been in 
movies! 

TWO:  I don't recognize you. 
ONE:  Did you see “Bloody Playground?” 
TWO:  Never heard of it. 
ONE:  I was the one who gets stabbed on the slide. 
THREE:  You were really good. The way you screamed, all the way 

down... 
ONE:  I'm known for my screaming. I'm the best screamer in the whole 

area. I bet none of you have any serious screaming experience. 
TWO:  I was in a horror movie. I played a dead body in “Swimming 

Pool of Fear.” 
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ONE:  Did you scream? 
TWO:  No. I was just dead. 
ONE:  That's not real acting. Anyone else? 
FOUR:  We were in a diaper commercial. 
FIVE:  We were babies. 
ONE:  Did you scream? 
FOUR:  We cried. 
FIVE:  We needed to be changed. 
ONE:  That doesn't count. 
 
Offstage, someone screams. It's cut off. 
 
SEVEN:  Okay. That sounded real. 
ONE:  I can scream better than that in my sleep. 
TWO:  This isn't Shakespeare. It's just a scary movie. 
ONE:  Just a scary movie!? Do you know how many famous people 

did horror movies when they started out? Jennifer Aniston was in 
“Leprechaun.” Kevin Bacon was in “Friday the 13th!” 

TWO:  Who's Kevin Bacon? 
ONE:  He's famous! 
TWO:  If you say so... 
ONE:  What about the guy who starred in “Get Out?” No one knew 

who he was before “Get Out.” After that movie––famous! 
FOUR:  I want to be famous. 
FIVE:  We're going to be famous. 
THREE:  Maybe they are going to cast a lot of people. 
ONE:  You better hope so. 
SEVEN:  There's something really spooky going on here. 
ONE:  Don't be weird. 
SEVEN:  (To SIX.) Can we leave? 
SIX:  I want to stay. You can go. 
SEVEN:  You're my ride! 
SIX:  It's a movie. 
 
AMBER enters from stage right, a bit desperate looking. 
 
AMBER:  Thank goodness, someone showed up. Though I was 

hoping for more. Maybe this is enough. I hope this is enough. You 
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are teens, which is perfect, because the people in there now... I 
don't think they're going to get the job done. 

 
Offstage, someone screams. SEVEN takes a step backward. AMBER 
takes a distracted look where she came from, then focuses. 
 
AMBER:  I think this time I'll bring you in one at a time. 
ONE:  Who are you? 
AMBER:  I'm Amber. I'm...  the director's assistant. 
TWO:  How many people do you need for this movie? 
ONE:  I'm the best screamer––and I can actually act. My name is–– 
AMBER:  Stop! I don't need to know your names. Line up, right here. 

In order of how good you think your scream is. 
 
ONE pushes to the front of the line. TWO is next. There's pushing 
between THREE and FOUR, but they line up in numerical order, FIVE 
behind them. SIX and SEVEN, much more polite, take their spots at 
the end. 
 
AMBER:  This is what I'll call you (Counts off.) One, Two, Three, Four, 

Five, Six, Seven. 
ONE:  Did you hear that? I'm number one. You should just send Two 

home. 
TWO:  You should send One home! 
 
Offstage, someone screams. 
 
SEVEN:  Oh no... 
THREE:  Relax already. 
ONE:  Are you auditioning other people? 
TWO:  That wasn't a very good scream. 
ONE:  Because you need to give us a chance, too. 
AMBER:  We'll know very quickly. 
 
AMBER looks offstage. Frowns. 
 
AMBER:  (To ONE.) Let me hear your scream. 
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ONE screams. It's pretty good. 
 
AMBER:  You'll do. Follow me. 
TWO:  Hey! 
 
ONE follows AMBER offstage. 
 
TWO:  My scream is awesome! 
 
TWO screams. AMBER exits without reacting. 
 
TWO:  So unfair. 
THREE:  Your scream was pretty good. 
TWO:  I know, right? 
SIX:  It sounds like you've had a lot of practice screaming. 
TWO:  Not really. I'm not afraid of anything. 
THREE:  Me either. 
SEVEN:  I'm afraid of everything. 
SIX:  (To TWO.) But wouldn't that make it harder to scream? If you 

can't imagine the thing you're most afraid of? 
TWO:  I scream on roller coasters. 
SIX:  Because you're afraid. 
TWO:  Because it's fun. 
THREE:  It's totally fun. 
SIX:  So you aren't afraid that the roller coaster will jump its track and 

you'll fall on your head? 
TWO:  That can't happen. 
FOUR:  This guy our cousin knew, he fell out of a roller coaster. 
FIVE:  And now he has a metal forehead. 
 
TWO and THREE laugh. 
 
SIX:  You think that's funny? 
TWO:  What if he walks under a big magnet, and it pulls him into the 

air, so he's just hanging there? 
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TWO acts it out. THREE, FOUR and FIVE laugh. Offstage, ONE 
screams. It goes on for a while, then suddenly cuts off. 
 
SEVEN:  Oh, no, no, no, no.... 
THREE:  That was a pretty good scream. 
TWO:  You think so? 
SEVEN:  One really sounded afraid. 
TWO:  It was weak. This part is mine. 
SEVEN:  (To SIX.) Please can we go home? 
SIX:  The line isn't that long. 
 
AMBER enters, a little more frazzled. 
 
AMBER:  You're all going to have to do a lot better than that. This is 

a movie about a scary creature that can only be destroyed by just 
the right teenage scream. A monster that will eat you while you 
scream, unless you can scream the perfect scream. Now it's easy 
to be a terrible screamer, and become monster food, but it's going 
to take a special screamer to be the hero. Who thinks they are the 
hero? 

 
Everyone raises their hand immediately except for SEVEN, whose 
hand finally goes up, a lot slower. 
 
AMBER:  Good, good. We need heroes. Who screamed when I left? 
TWO:  I did! 
AMBER:  You'll do. Come on. Try to scream better than One did. 
TWO:  I can do that. 
SEVEN:  What happened to One? 
AMBER:  One didn't work out. 
SEVEN:  Did One leave? 
AMBER:  Yes... One went out the back door. Come on, Two. 
 
TWO follows AMBER offstage. 
 
THREE:  I'm next. 
SIX:  That was suspicious. 
FOUR:  Something weird is going on. 
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FIVE:  Totally weird. 
FOUR:  When we came here, we rode our bikes. 
FIVE:  There's a path in the back. 
FOUR:  And we didn't see any doors.  
FIVE:  The only way out is–– 
FOUR:  Through here. 
SIX:  Are you twins or something? 
FIVE:  We are. 
FOUR:  I was born first. 
FIVE:  You cheated. 
THREE:  There must be a door to the outside you didn't see. 
FOUR:  I'm sure there is. 
FIVE:  There must be. 
SEVEN:  I haven't even seen any cameras. 
SIX:  Why would there be cameras out here? 
 
Offstage, TWO screams.  It goes on for a while, then is cut off. 
 
THREE:  That sounded pretty good. 
FOUR and FIVE:  Ehhh.... 
FOUR:  We can do better. 
FIVE:  Together. 
FOUR:  Or separately. 
FIVE:  We never do things separately. 
FOUR:  If they only let us in one at a time–– 
FIVE:  We'll insist. Together. 
FOUR:  Fine. 
 
AMBER enters, splashed with a bit of blood. Even more frazzled. 
 
AMBER:  No one else has arrived? We might need more people. 
THREE:  Give me a chance. 
AMBER:  Are you a good screamer, Four? 
THREE:  I'm Three! And yes. 
AMBER:  Okay, this is what I need–– 
SEVEN:  Is that blood? 
 
AMBER looks down, seemingly aware of it for the first time. 
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AMBER:  Oh... it's fake blood. Movie blood. 
SEVEN:  Why are you using fake blood for an audition? 
AMBER:  Because it... makes it more real? 
SIX:  What is it made of? 
AMBER:  What? 
SIX:  The blood. Is it made out of corn syrup? 
AMBER:  I guess. 
SIX:  Can I taste it? 
AMBER:  No! You can't taste the blood! (To ALL.) This is what I need. 

I need someone who can scream in a lot of different ways. High, 
low, long, short. Let's put it this way––if this monster is chewing on 
your legs, do you think you can give me six different screams in 
three seconds, as you try to find the perfect one that will kill the 
creature? 

THREE:  I can try. 
AMBER:  Go. Let's hear it. 
 
THREE tries to do six screams in three seconds. It's a mess. 
 
AMBER:  No. 
THREE:  I can do better. Let me try again. 
 
THREE tries to do a bunch of screams again. It's better. 
 
AMBER:  All right, I don't have time to test you all, you'll have to do. 

The rest of you, if the lights go out, just start screaming as loud as 
you can. 

 
AMBER and THREE hustle offstage. The others watch them go. 
 
SEVEN:  Why did she say that? 
SIX:  I don't know. Maybe you're right. This is starting to freak me out. 
SEVEN:  Yes! What if there's really a monster in there that can only 

be killed by teenagers’ screaming? 
FOUR:  That's not a thing. 
FIVE:  Totally not a thing. 
FOUR:  Unless it is. 
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FIVE:  What? 
FOUR:  Isn't this exactly what they might do? Tell a lie about a movie 

to get teenagers to come in and scream, in hopes that one of them 
will kill the monster––and if they don't, at least the monster has 
someone to eat until the next screamer comes along? 

SEVEN:  That sounds weirdly possible. 
FIVE:  No!  How would they know that only a teenager's scream can 

kill the monster? Because if they learned that––the monster would 
be dead! 

SIX:  That's a great point. 
SEVEN:  That makes sense. 
FOUR:  So it's just a movie. 
FIVE:  Yes! 
FOUR:  I'm sorry I doubted you. 
FIVE:  We're going to be movie stars! 
SEVEN:  Unless you get eaten by a monster! 
FOUR:  Well, we're amazing screamers. 
FIVE:  So if there is a monster in there–– 
FOUR:  We'll scream, and kill it. 
FIVE:  And be famous. 
FOUR:  So either way, win-win. 
FIVE:  This is going to be amazing. 
 
FOUR and FIVE high five. And then, backstage, THREE starts 
screaming. THREE only gets to three different screams before it cuts 
off. 
 
FOUR:  That wasn't six screams. 
SIX:  Maybe the third one worked. 
FOUR:  No way. 
FIVE:  That was a loser scream. 
FOUR:  I bet Amber will be out any second. 
FIVE:  And then we're next. Together. 
 
AMBER comes out, a bit dazed and traumatized. Maybe covered in a 
little more blood. 
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AMBER:  Okay, forget the whole six screams in three seconds thing. 

Just give me your best scream. Who's next? 
FIVE:  Us. 
FOUR:  Together. Unless you don't want that. 
FIVE:  No, the two of us together is better. We'll get it done. 
AMBER:  Why not. Come on. 
SEVEN:  Wait! Tell us the truth! Are there cameras in there shooting 

a movie? Or is there really a monster that is killing everyone you 
bring in there? 

 
AMBER looks at SEVEN. A very long beat. 
 
AMBER:  The first one. 
FOUR:  Awesome! 
FIVE:  We're going to be famous! 
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